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Sunday – May 29, 2016 

Heart to Heart... 
Too many are building their relationship with the Lord on this term called “faith.” I’m sure 

that statement surprises many. Isn’t that what we are supposed to do? Just as we live in a 
politically correct world, many have taken on a politically correct religious world in their faith. 
Everything to some has to be explained while very little is believed! For instance, we speak of 
God’s grace which saves us and it does (Ephesians 2:5-8). But that’s where it’s left. No further 
movement. Just saved by grace in our minds while we move along with little drawing near. Faith 
doesn’t leave teachings sitting idly around. It embraces and moves forward into the teachings. 
Too many in the church are more interested in doctrinal correctness with little understanding of 
God’s intention in the doctrine. Many are great at religious correctness with little insight to what 
the Lord desires of our faith. The facts are down but the application is another story. 

God speaks to us about our faith and faith is a trusting in Him. One cannot read the Psalms 
and see this over and over. But what many are calling trust and faith in the Lord is nothing more 
than isolation from evil. Some hide behind the walls of the assembly of the saints while the 
preacher/teacher rails at the greatness of the truth and holding to that and the assembly agrees. 
But it stops there. No further application, no moving forward. We agree and that’s that. That’s not 
faith and trust in the Lord and His grace. Does it concern you that as we live in an age of 
information that our faith is nothing more than intellectual concepts while faith is not touched? 
Faith responds and moves deeper and walks even in areas that make one uncomfortable. Faith in 
the grace of God is not something we merit but a walk that’s trusts in His grace to move us 
forward, deeper into His purposes. 

Read Hebrews 11 carefully. Read it paying attention that each person in the past wasn’t 
worried about defining their faith. It was about faith responding to God’s word! Faith built the 
ark. Faith moved people to leave their homes. Faith allowed people to take lessor in life to 
embrace the eternal. Faith moved people to march when there was no reason to march. Faith 
refused to live like the pagan lifestyle and live like God. It took faith to live in holes in the 
ground and caves just because they trusted and followed God. Faith continually concerns itself 
with helping the cause of God and Christ Jesus. Faith builds up the body of Christ. Faith reaches 
beyond little cliques and those we love to be around while serving all. 

Faith in God’s grace doesn’t sit and let their intellect dictate their rational or religious 
correctness. Faith doesn’t fear about the injustices and wrongs our society does because the Lord 
is the one who will correct it all. Start looking at your life and grab hold by faith. Reach to God 
and help His cause according to His desires. Anything less is not faith and God’s grace does not 
reach into a faithless arena. Think about it!!!  
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